Siemon Supports Network Infrastructure for Education

A leader in cabling and connectivity since 1903, US-based Siemon has long served the changing network infrastructure needs of the education space. Our decades of experience supporting pros like you in projects ranging from K-12 classrooms and administrative LANs to data centers and fully integrated smart buildings at the World's most prestigious institutions allow us to deliver a range of solutions and services uniquely suited to your educational network requirements.

Direct, Efficient Connections to Smart IoT Devices
Siemon's Z-PLUG is the most advanced Category 6A plug on the market, enabling direct 10Gb/s connections to high-performance PoE and PoE+ powered WAPs, IP-enabled cameras, access control systems, AV, and more.

LockIT Protects Your Physical Connections
Compatible with any RJ45 outlet or port, Siemon's LockIT Patch Cords and Outlet Locks help ensure that your critical patching and end-device connections are protected against accidental or malicious disconnections and public-space ports a secured against unauthorized access or physical damage.

Cost Effective Racks and Cable Management
Siemon’s Value Rack and Value Vertical Cable Management provides a cost effective, high-capacity, and easily managed solution for your equipment and telecommunication rooms.

Full Line of Keystone Outlets and Panels
Siemon offers a wide range of Keystone-compatible outlets, panels, and wallplates delivering our industry leading PowerGUARD technology to ensure safe and reliable performance in remote powering applications.
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